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DIGIDESIGN 96 I/O

Item
condition:Used

Time left: 4 days 18hours (22 Jan, 201011:54:30 GMT)
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Price: £725.00 Buy It NowBuy It NowBuy It
Now

Watch this item
Now watching in My eBay

Postage:

£20.00Seller's Standard RateSee more services 

Country:
United Kingdom

Postcode:

Get Rates
Service and other details:
Service Estimated delivery*Price
Seller's Standard Ratevaries £20.00
*The estimated delivery time is based on the
seller's dispatch time, the postal service selected,
and the payment method selected. Sellers are not
responsible for shipping service transit times.
Transit times may vary, particularly during peak
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No Returns Accepted

periods.

 See discounts 

 |  See all details
Estimated delivery time varies

Payments:
 | See details

Pay with PayPal and you can be fully
protected. Learn More

Returns:

A reserve price is the minimum
price the seller will accept. This
price is hidden from bidders. To
win, a bidder must have the highest
bid and have met or exceeded the
reserve price.

 Description P&P and payments
Item specifics - Audio & Midi Interfaces & Controllers
Type: -- Brand:--
Condition:Used   

Mint condition Digidesign 96 I/O - been in my home studio but rarely used - I have no use for it really and it's just sat
about doing nothing - perfect condition...Save a fortune on the new price....

The Digidesign 96 I/O 24-Bit/96kHz Multi-Channel Audio Interface. Feature packed 24-bit/96 kHz Audio Interface for
Pro Tools|HD.

The Digidesign 96 I/O offers Pro Tools users a high- resolution, multi-channel audio interface with excellent sonic
performance. An affordable 16-channel audio interface for Pro Tools|HD, 96 I/O features a wealth of I/O options,
including 8 channels of high- definition analog I/O, 8 channels of ADAT optical I/O, 2 channels of AES/ EBU and S/PDIF
I/O, and Word Clock I/O.

The main features of the Digidesign 96 I/O include:

Feature packed 24-bit/96 kHz Audio Interface for Pro Tools|HD
Supports up to 16 channels of high definition I/O
High-quality audio performance at a low price point
8 channels of 24-bit/ 96 kHz analog I/O (TRS)
8
 channels of ADAT optical I/O (TOS-Link)
1 AES/EBU I/O pair (XLR)
1 S/PDIF I/O pair (RCA)
Expansion Port that allows for direct connection of another 96 I/O
Legacy Peripheral port that allows for connection of 888|24, 882|20, 1622 and 24-Bit ADAT Bridge I/Os
Compatible with Pro Tools|HD cards and peripherals

 

Postage and packaging
Item location: birstall, West Yorkshire, United Kingdom
Dispatches to: United Kingdom
Change country: Postcode:



United Kingdom
Get Rates

 
Postage and
packaging To Service Estimated delivery*

£20.00 United
Kingdom

Seller's Standard
Rate

Varies
Seller dispatches within 3 day after receiving cleared
payment.

*The estimated delivery time is based on the seller's dispatch time, the postal service selected, and when the
seller receives cleared payment. Sellers are not responsible for shipping service transit times. Transit times
may vary, particularly during peak periods.
Domestic dispatch time
Will usually dispatch within 3 working days of receiving cleared payment.
Return policy
The seller will not accept returns for this item.
Sellers may be required to accept returns for items that are not as described. Learn more about your rights
as a buyer.

Payment details
Payment method Preferred/AcceptedBuyer protection on eBay

Accepted
Pay with PayPal and you’re fully
protected.Learn more.

Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
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